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Opening bell for
Dutch peppers in
China
The Netherlands' first ever commercial
campaign for fresh pepper exports to
China is about to get underway

Dutch pepper exports to China will arrive via
airfreight
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untapped markets with the imminent start
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snack varieties and the eye-catching striped
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pepper Enjoya.

The marketing of Dutch peppers in China is
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managed by an independent marketing
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company called FVO China. A dedicated

campaign details which it has since

involving 25 pallets in July 2016, the first

brand and products will be rolled out by

commercial shipments of the new pepper
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China is working to develop the Chinese

Special promotional events to launch a
new premium brand are expected to take
place in June at selected retail stores, most
likely in Shanghai and Guangzhou.
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“Everything is in place for the launch,” said
Vegetable Organizations (FVO),

emerged

Greenery, Harvest House, Van Nature and
ZON.
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